
33 Struan St, Tahmoor

ON DISPLAY ULTIMATE OUTLOOK, VALUE &
FURTHER OPPORTUNITIES
Lets just reiterate! Fabulous family home, convenient Tahmoor
Heights - Three bedroom Dream located on 1315m2 massive
block size. This fine property has potential galore. Room all
around for a shed, granny flat and any further enhancement /
extensions (subject to council approval) or just enjoy the huge
backyard! Situated in a sought after area of Tahmoor this brick
home is certainly a rare find and sure to impress. Take
advantage of the views and  surroundings. Be the first to inspect
this exclusive property. 3 bedrooms two with built-ins.

Outstanding views, beautiful kitchen, gas range & dishwasher,
newly renovated main bathroom & ensuite to main bedroom,
massive elevated veranda under main roof to relax & entertain,
subfloor garaging, side gardens beds & more! It's certainly
appealing in every regard.

Tastefully enhanced with modern appointments, stylish decor
with no expense spared. The block size of over 1300m2 being
more than double in area of newer estates is certainly a
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compelling reason to make this property yours & defining your
new address. We reckon get in quick for a viewing.

Master bedroom with ensuite, open plan living that flows into the
fresh feel kitchen. Peace & privacy definitely assured + very wide
side access being a sought after location walking distance to
Tahmoor Shopping Centre & Train Station equally convenient for
the commuter. Tahmoor is a truly progressive hub of the
Wollondilly Shire with all the facilities of a much larger town, yet
still retaining a country atmosphere. In summary nothing to
dislike here & wonderful vale to behold. Struan Street certainly
delivers options for a growing family & any buyer alike.

Information contact Thomas Schweigler on 0451 042 086.

Disclaimer: Although Reside has made every effort to ensure
accuracy Reside and its employees shall not be liable to any
person for any loss or damage of any kind whatsoever or
howsoever (including indirect or consequential loss) arising from
any errors or omissions or from reliance placed upon any
information, advice, statement, opinion or conclusion in all or
any part of the contents of this publication/information as we
cannot guarantee its accuracy. All parties are advised to seek
full independent legal and professional advice and
investigations prior to any action or decision.

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified
whether or not that information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its
accuracy. We do not accept any responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than
pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely upon their own inquiries in order to determine
whether or not this information is in fact accurate.


